Now who'll open the gas station?

Moving rapidly to meet the needs of Tech Center motorists, two new parking lots are opening up: one is at 22nd Street; the other is west of Tech Center motors.

Seniors may miss photos

"About 600 senior photos will be lost if seniors do not make photo appointments and adhere to them," said John Plazter, a senior who missed his own photo session.

Final touches added to Tech apartments

"Impressive" would be a good adjective to use in describing the new ten-story student-faculty apartment building on Michigan Avenue. Although completed in late July, the final touches--installation jobs such as telephones, washing machines and the like--are still being done.

IPC sets plans for interviews

Plans for immediate action were outlined yesterday at the first meeting of the Placement Advisory Board, Harold L. Middell, director of placement, spoke to the group. Mr. Middell was named earlier this week as assistant to the Interprofessional council, parent organization of the Placement Advisory board.

Tired of drab homework jobs? write for 'Zest'

Many Tech students aren't satisfied merely with cracking out mathematical formulas on homework papers or plowing through manuals on graphs for lab reports. They yearn to try writing articles in the breezy style of the slick-paper magazines. For this reason Zest, sponsored by the language and literature department, has been founded as a campus literary publication.

Career men need humanity studies

Professionally educated members of society must possess the understanding and background necessary to share the moral responsibility which citizenship implies, Harry T. Head, president of Illinois Technology Institute, said today.

Instructors grip it you? Read this week's "As I See It!"

For immediate action were outlined yesterday at the first meeting of the Placement Advisory Board, Harold L. Middell, director of placement, spoke to the group. Mr. Middell was named earlier this week as assistant to the Inter-Professional council, parent organization of the Placement Advisory board.
Help asked at Community House; TBP answers ‘tombstone’ jibe

To the Editor:

Juvenile delinquency has a wonderful opportunity to get firmly established in the community around Illinois Tech. It is to the advantage of the school and the students to help combat this menace. Give these children a chance to spend their time understanding worthwhile projects instead of playing in filthy streets and alleys.

Each campus organization can contribute a little time and effort in sponsoring some project in conjunction with the Ad S. McKenney Community house. The railroad club could hold two or three one-hour sessions a week, instructing a class on railroad building. The radio club could have classes on fundamental radio and set building; cooking, baking, and sewing could be taught by the Home Economics club. Dramatic clubs could direct small productions.

What makes it so profitable is that teaching is the best method of learning. There is no better way of learning to get along with people.

It was for this express purpose of bringing together the students and community house that the Community Service committee was formed. If only half of the organizations on campus gave two hours a week, the kids at McKenney would not have, nor want, an excuse to go on the streets. They need help; won’t you give them a chance?

The next meeting of the Service committee is October 21, at 5 p.m. in the N.C. lounge, and everyone is invited to help plan a series of winter events.

Fred Wright

To “Name Withheld by Request”

If you, my dear friend, will pass for one moment in front of the Tau Beta Pi monument, read the inscription in its entirety, and ponder for an hour or so, I’m sure you’ll be able to understand it. It does not, as you so loudly proclaimed, state that Tau Beta Pi is honoring our Alma Mater by its presence. It says that Tau Beta Pi seeks to mark in a

Slipstick

“Let’s see if we can locate the source of your nervousness,” said the psychoanalyst. “What kind of work do you do?” “I sell oranges,” was the reply. “I can’t think I understand,” the doctor admitted. “Please elaborate.” “All day,” the patient explained, “oranges keep pouring down a chute. I stand at the bottom and sort them. Big oranges go into a crate, or on one side, little ones into a crate on the other, and medium ones into a crate in the center. See?”

“I do,” said the psychoanalyst, “but certainly there’s nothing in that to upset you. It sounds easy enough to me.”

“Easy?” cried the patient. “Don’t you understand? It means decisions! Decisions! — all day long!”

Customer: You made a mistake in that prescription I gave my wife. Instead of quinine, you used strychnine.

Druggist: You don’t say. Then you owe me 50 cents more.

Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard to get her poor daughter a dress. But when she got there the cupboard was bare, and so was her daughter. I guess...

“Ah, wine.”

“What you get?”

“Gin and tonic.”

“No, you don’t. Ah, wine.”

“What you get?”

“Two sprints and a ramon.”

“You also do. How can you be so lucky?”

See? I’m a big guy at college.

Father: How come I don’t hear a better report?

The boys were in the South Union exchanging stories about the opposite sex. “Ah,” cried a senior, “a bit of a stinger, a dime down.”

“I’ll strike a three-fifths, and to think all this time I’ve been buying jelly beans!”

Caroline Gruen
Tech's 'whistler' is without competition

By Alan Platt

Behind the facade of changing cash registers and student calls for candy and cigarettes is the amazing Earl R. Wilson, night manager of the bookstore. During the year that he has been at Illinois Tech, while walking his dog Willam has become known affectionately and appropriately, as the 'Whistler.'

For the past 27 years, Mr. Wilson has been a classical music whistler, performing for vandeville and radio. Holding the American Federation of Radio Artists union card No. 15773, the Whistler has played such programs as 'The Whistler,' and 'Home on the Range' and has provided background for radio operatic works.

His favorite numbers are 'Armed Man' and 'The Indian Love Call.'

Due to the residual effects of his strange hobby, Mr. Wilson has had to limit his radio appearances to once a week. Whistling at night outside, he pays his way through Northwestern University where he obtained a BS in pharmacy in 1939. He also furthered his education at the University of Chicago from which he received an MS in 1954.

A native Chicagoan, born in 1909, Mr. Wilson explains 'there isn't much competition in my special type of business, there being only two other whistlers in the entire country.'

Airplane club to hold meet

The Model Airplane club has announced plans for a pinewood derby model airplane meet to be held tomorrow night at 8:00 P.M. in the auditorium.

The meeting will give old and new members of the club a chance to show off their winter's work. The officers of the club invite everyone to watch the performance of the sixteen to twenty models which are expected to be flown.

Student movie, slide jockeys sparked by czar Ted Lindgren

Want to show Technicians a Disney cartoon on how to bathe the baby? Want your math class to view a sound movie on the nomenclature, use and maintenance of the slide rule? When you need a talk with Theodore F. Lindgren, IIT's director of visual education.

IT IS a brief talk, because as one of Tech's biggest and fastest growing services, Mr. Lindgren is a busy man. Czar of 200 Technicians through his office, 601M, are instructors and students awaiting word on the facilities which he offers.

Coping with a growing demand for sounds and a desire for "The Best" has under Ted's direction led to increased resources of equipment and facilities. These now include six sound projectors and seven slide projectors, as well as a transcription player and numerous public address systems. Several classrooms have been especially designed or altered for film showing.

In addition to training and supervising his film student assistants, who make projections for more than 100 shows weekly, Ted must keep informed on new developments, and when possible, bring the desirable ones to IIT. Present is not always arranged in order that the suitability of specific periods for intended use may be judged.

Not only does Ted advise instructors on the selection of classroom films, but he also assists in planning movie programs, such as that run by KAM and by the Alumni association.

Mr. Ed has prints of 150 films with titles ranging from "How to Bake a Cake" to "How to Adjust a Microscope." Additionally, a new catalogue of every major film library in the U.S. is run by IIT, which is conducted with the aid of students from KAM, added descriptive literature on thousands of films to this file—more than 200 "pre-speed" pictures represented.

TV in Future?

With a broad background in the field radio, Ted is now delving into television. A three-week TV orientation period with WREK last spring permitted him to select the nine most suitable majors of the College Center, after equipment for educational use has been refined and standardized.

The IIT faculty already makes more use of motion than in any of the colleges visited by Ted during his "television holiday." Reports do this. It is not too soon to provide the facilities for motion pictures in education is made here, however, to provide the facilities for motion pictures in education is made here, however, to
Army Upsets Wolverines
Baur, Kohan top "Prophets"
By Larry Shapiro

Mighty Michigan's reign of terror over college football ended abruptly last Saturday. The Wolverines were wiped out by an inspired band of West Pointers, 21-7. This "upset of the year" stopped all these—the Michiganers win streak at 25 (only one short of Cornell's all-time record); "Pigskin Prophets'" bated of experts completely; and all but two of 1,000 entrants from getting top rights.

Yet, two Tech men are postmarked Big Ten heroes: John Baur, halfback, this week, topped them all by stringing along with Army, and帮手 Alan Berman, Michigan's east of ten winners. Baur collected the big Coca Cola spoils with Coca Cola, while Berman cracked the Big Ten ticket.

Getting back to our "herd of experts..." they enthralled in their maiden attempt this season. Only four of our illustrious premonition seers were able to name as many as seven winners in the toughest contest to date.

The collapse of Northwestern and Stanford aided and assisted by the Michigan nebula with the board.

Northwestern, last year's Rose Bowl winners and a strong pre-season choice for Big Ten and national honors, now has folded at the seams and now has lost to Purdue and Minnesota in its last two outings. The future for the Wildcats is one of the murkier than the past as they face Michigan tomorrow and tangle with in-and-out town squad next week.

Stanford's Indians were piled in a strong darkhorse for Coast League honors after running up tremendous scores in their first two games. However, the Indians have dropped out of the race as a walk by Michigan and failed the first league's last test against UCLA diabolically.

Sunny Weisman missed only the three "touchdown" and was closest on the scores to become "topped" by the week's "herd experts." Sunny is almighty backed by coach Robb, who lost two seniors who missed the lost game. Him to the Daily Northwestern news, "Robb" Sime Smiley.

The closest score to the "topped" is Ed Bauer (his picks here for Stanford) removed the first place mark for the first two weeks.

Get those entire!

Tech Sports

DAVID H. JOHNSON receives first prize for the October 1 edition of "Pigskin Prophets" from promotion editor Larry Shapiro.

Fencing, Cross Country teams list stiff schedules
By Sid Doppel

With only four men returning from last year's squad, the fencing team is beginning to look around for more material to help fill the gap left by graduation.

The freshman squad is expected to help fill some of the positions but Coach Bazell extended an invitation to all those with or without experience to come out and work out.

The tentative schedule for '49-'50 is a rugged one and includes.

- University of Notre Dame
- University of Wisconsin
- Tri-State Coll. of Eng. A University of Chicago
- Michigan State University
- Illinois University

Besides this, the coach expects to send three men to the N.C.A.A. fencing championships to be held at Yale University next spring. Travel expenses will be paid in the future with Ohio State, Northwestern and others.

Cross Country

The Illinois Tech cross-country team will open their season Saturday, October 25, with a meet against Notre Dame (Navy Yard) in Washington Park.

The squad, coached by Ray McCaskey, will have five returning members from last year's team which won one of its four meets and placed fifth in the Big Ten meet.

The complete schedule follows:
- Nov. 1—Illinois, Nov. 15—Loyola.

A WORD OF WARNING: Honor I has requested this fact to be made definitely clear. Any athletcs letters earned at any other school except Illinois Tech are absolutely NOT to be worn around this campus...this is a long standing rule and it must be the future be strictly observed.

WHAT NEXT? There's a merry rumor going around that persons unknown are considering turning your old Open Field into another football field. This may be but one short about now, but athletic facilities are much more scarce...Let's hope that it's just a rumor and nothing more.

BASKETBALL: Took a quick peek at a couple of varsity practice sessions...something...things look mighty promising...If this isn't the best crew Glancy has had to work with here then I'll eat my hat...or something...If these freshmen Ted Schuller is improving each day...right now he seems like the most likely prospect to fill "Big George" Stramel's spot next season...Ted has got the ability...all he needs is to work a little harder on his weak points, and who knows...maybe we'll have another Miller...

INTO THE CRYSTAL BALL: The "Flashers" look like the best bet in the I.T. touch football tournament...Also watch for the outcome of the Alpha Sigma-Delta game for a good idea of who the I.T. champs might be.

Plans revealed for IM swim competition
By Ted Speth

Plans for an Intramural swimming meet were released today by the Athletic office. The meet is tentatively scheduled to hold on October 27 at 8 p.m., in the Valentine Boys' Club pool.

Beverly was AAU Invitational swimmer of the year. All swimmers will compete for individual and relay awards. The meet will be held at the University of Illinois. The meet will be held at the University of Illinois. The meet will be held at the University of Illinois. The meet will be held at the University of Illinois. The meet will be held at the University of Illinois.

IM Football

Last week on the IM football front, the Cook County downed the Penn Jaxx with the last minute effort to the favored Tech New Tornadoes, 19-14, as the tailgate fell with a loud thud.

On Sunday, the Bills and the Eagles nipped and pulled over spanning Open Field, but not to the same extent as the game ended in a 1-1 tie.

New mat mentor sets workout dates

Starting their 1960 season with a new coach, the Illinois Tech wrestling team began pointing toward their opening match with Bradley Tech. Coach Anthony J. Barbaro was introduced to the team at a meeting last Monday night where he announced that many positions on the team are still open and urged the members to look for new talents.

bound champion in 1961 while attending DePaul University and received his doctoral degree in dentistry from the University of Illinois in 1947 where he was also a second team. He attended Illinois Tech high school in Chicago and was a member of the 1957 and 1958 state champion teams.

Led by Captain-elect Dana Lavel, the team will begin practice on October 27 and will continue every Monday, Wednesday and Friday night from five to eight p.m. All interested men who desire to try out for the wrestling team should see Mr. Weisman for information.

Barbaro was very pleased with the large amount of men who showed up for the first practice. He stressed the importance of top physical shape for success in competition.
Varsity basketball gets under way

Glancy optimistic—looks toward great hoop season
By Ted Spath

Illinois Tech, in its third season under Coach Ed Glancy will place an improved, veteran team on the basketball roster this winter. With a schedule comparable to last year's, the Teckhawks expect to better their last season's record of nine wins and nine losses.

Two years ago Glancy built his team around a fairly promising group of freshmen and sophomores. Last year the squad showed improvement and all indications point toward a banner year for this year's aggregation.

Fifty-nine candidates reported to Coach Glancy at the 1947-48 edition of the Teckhawks prepared for their forthcoming season. Prominent among the would-be "varsities" are Capt. George Seales, Bob Leshner, Carl Matson, Bob Peterson, Leo Riley, and Phil Uranky.

Jerry Mattman of baseball fame and Howie Gertner, who received last year's outstanding player award in the 1947 basketball tournament, showed in advantages along with the rest of the squad in the early workouts.

Ted Schulte, 6'0" fresh, and Harry Horen, fresh from Chicago Vocational also looked impressive in the workouts.

The Fresh squad will play a regular schedule this season.

Games will be scheduled with Wilson J. C., Herrl T. C., and Argus Park J. C.

Outstanding in early drills were Harry Horen, Ted Sampson, George Gerow, Charles Small, Allan Hall, Ted Schulte and Don Daysew.

Season Schedule

Dec. 1 Lake Forest 11
12 Cowells 14
18 Milwaukee Teachers 24
26 W. of Chicago 11
18 E. of Illinois (N. P.) 14
23 Lake Forest 24
Jun. 4 Milwaukee Teachers 24
12 Chicago Teachers 14
12 George Williams A
Feb. 5 Shullsburg (mort.) 24
12 Michigan Normal 14
12 Chicago Teachers 14
12 George Williams A
22 E. of Illinois (N. P.) 24
Mar. 2 Cowells 14

JARMAN'S

Campus Sensation

DRESS BOOTS YOU'LL WEAR EVERYWHERE

"Leatherneck Boots"

Made Exclusively by JARMAN

Mellow Burgundy and Tan Leather crafted for Style
Supremacy 99.5

JARMAN

4910

Say "Friendliness at Fit Today"
Sammies win cup with high grades

Every wonder how fraternity rate is ranking up the grades? This tells the story. The fraternity scholastic averages for last year found Sigma Alpha Mu on the top again with a 0.158 lead over the second place, Alpha Epsilon Pi. To making of the fourth time that the "Sammies" have come to the winner's circle in the grade point race.

All fraternity average for the year was 1.684 as compared with all school average of 1.684.

First place fraternity was possession of a gold blying cup until recent days. Three successive wins result in permanent possession of the trophy, with a new cup coming into play.

America's largest cigarette research laboratory is your guarantee that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

You see here the largest and most complete laboratory of its kind operated by any cigarette manufacturer in America.

For many years Lucky Strike scientists have delved into cigarette research on an extensive scale. Out of this has grown an elaborate system of quality control. Every step in the making of Lucky—from before the tobacco is bought until the finished cigarette reaches you—comes under the laboratory's watchful eye. As you read this, a constant stream of tobacco samples from every tobacco-growing area is flowing into the laboratory in Richmond, Virginia. These samples are scientifically analyzed, and reports of their quality go to the men who buy at auction for the makers of Lucky Strike.

Armed with this confidential, scientific information—and their own sound judgment—these men go after fine tobacco. This fine tobacco—together with scientifically controlled manufacturing methods—is your assurance that there is no finer cigarette than Lucky Strike.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Jan. '50 - June '50 - Aug. '50

Your photo reservation has been extended one week, Oct. 17-22. This is your last official opportunity.

The 1950

To give you a finer cigarette Lucky Strike maintains AMERICA'S FINEST CIGARETTE LABORATORY

Campus barber awaits prize slogan writer

Tuesday is the deadline for every student who hopes to get trimmings free of charge by campus barber Roy Patrick. Students must submit 15 words or less on the meaning of the theme of 10 P.M. on that day, to be considered for the free haircuts, shave and shampoo promised the first-prize winner.

Entries in the barber shop contest are to be dropped in the Technology News box in NU lobby. Winners will be announced Friday, October 21.

If you can't wait until October 21 for a haircut, Roy and his assistant, Vance Greenwell, will be glad to accommodate you at regular prices.
Placement office find jobs

By Hal Bergan

Graduating seniors will soon find themselves in a challenging situation—the placement interview. Each one of them is a man who has come almost anywhere in the university to look over the IIT crop. The senior will have about twenty minutes to make a favorable impression. During this time he is being compared to other qualified individuals for the best available positions.

Job competition is keener by the month. Graduating classes are larger than ever before and job openings are becoming scarcer. Each individual has to look beyond the end of his slide rule if he is to find a place in industry.

Factual information is not the only basis of an employer's competence. Friends, faculty, professional association and personal experiences are invaluable in rounding out the individual's perspective. But perhaps the most comprehensive source of information for the individual is located right on campus—the placement office.

Here is the most valuable single asset which now is available. Services undergraduates, graduates and alumni, the placement office endeavors to locate, limited only by the extent of the individual's possibilities. Communication is on an individual basis charged by present-day employment agreements. What would this cost? A few dollars per hour rather than the thousands of dollars charged by some.

What can the senior do to facilitate his placement procedure in order to make best use of his time?

1. Simple procedure. The placement office has an interview procedure designed to give each graduate a fair share of the interviewing available.

Early in the semester a sign-up book is circulated for each company which customarily interviews on campus. Each company generally has its own sign-up procedure. The placement office will notify these companies to make an appointment for the interview.

2. Experience. Despite the fact that the student may have limited experience from the placement office he should not be afraid of it. Much of what he will learn in the placement office will be useful in his future career.

3. Expectation. What the student can do in order to aid the placement office? He can bring in his interview applications neatly typed and accompanied by a photograph. This should be done with an absolute minimum of delay.

The senior must also be sure to get his placement rating forms into the hands of the faculty members whom he lists as references. More than that is of the essence. These forms do the senior no good until they are in the placement office confidential file.

The senior himself may arrange interviews with local firms if he desires. These forms often do not come to the campus as do out-of-town firms. Furthermore, if these interviews do not lead to a job, do they offer experience which may well pay off in one of the precious on-campus interviews.

Next week: Interviews by pre-selection.

Horonaries swamp Mock

Though he's not a very colorful character, Clifford Mock accomplishes much in his own quiet way. In the past two years that he has been at Tech, he has compiled an enviable record unmatched by most students in twice the time.

CPII graduated from Lithium high school and had exactly three days to report to the navy V-12 unit at the University of South Carolina. There, he took a course which gave him two years of college credit; one of these courses was a survey course in mechanical engineering. The instructor suggested that Mock consider the department as a possibility, but only after he had had some experience. This he did in the navy.

While he has been in the day school, Cliff has found little time to devote to outside school activities. However, his campus efforts reached the crowning point when he was accepted by Tau Beta Pi, Pi Xi Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon and Phi Delta Epsilon all in one semester.

February, 1945, he decided, surprisingly enough, to enroll in the management option of the mechanical engineering department, pointing toward a career in sales or management. This decision came after careful consultation with other students.

While he has been in the day school, Cliff has found little time to devote to outside school activities. However, his campus efforts reached the crowning point when he was accepted by Tau Beta Pi, Pi Xi Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon and Phi Delta Epsilon all in one semester.

February, 1945, he decided, surprisingly enough, to enroll in the management option of the mechanical engineering department, pointing toward a career in sales or management. This decision came after careful consultation with other students.

While he has been in the day school, Cliff has found little time to devote to outside school activities. However, his campus efforts reached the crowning point when he was accepted by Tau Beta Pi, Pi Xi Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon and Phi Delta Epsilon all in one semester.

February, 1945, he decided, surprisingly enough, to enroll in the management option of the mechanical engineering department, pointing toward a career in sales or management. This decision came after careful consultation with other students.

While he has been in the day school, Cliff has found little time to devote to outside school activities. However, his campus efforts reached the crowning point when he was accepted by Tau Beta Pi, Pi Xi Sigma, Sigma Tau Epsilon and Phi Delta Epsilon all in one semester.
Newman club begins talk series

The annual U. S. Camera Achievement Award for outstanding contribution to motion picture photography, amateur and professional was received by the Illinois Institute of Technology Foundation.

The Foundation was notified that U. S. Camera magazine's board of judges had selected the foundation because of its "contributions in the field of magnetic sound for motion pictures, both in and out of applications."

Beta Pi membership information will be available to eligible engineering students who have been in attendance at the University of Illinois Tech for at least two semesters. Eligible students are eighth-termers who have a grade point average of 2.66, seventh-termers who have an average of 2.5 and sixth-termers with an average of 2.56.

The second meeting of the AEHR, scheduled for 1 p.m. Tuesday in 117 MC, will feature Richard Smith, a transmission engineer at Boeing and Warner. Mr. Smith will talk on automatic transmission and will illustrate his talk by slides.

Gunnar Breglund, director of Chicago's Mt. Cramer Club, will be the main speaker at tonight's meeting of the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship in the Conference room on Alumni Hall's second floor.

Joe Pask's Texaco Service
29TH AND WABASH

P.S.—Just say "Illinois Tech"

"TO MY FRIENDS AND FANS I RECOMMEND CHESTERFIELD...IT'S MY CIGARETTE"

Barbara Stanwyck

"THE FILE ON THLMA JORDON""BIBLE-WALL ON THE UI""A PARAGON BEAUTY""A CHARMING SMILE"

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
They're MIDER! They're TOPS! - / AMERICA'S COLLEGES WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS